
Identifying Musical Works of Art
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Most of us began to love music as we played or listened to music
which has a common practice score. We learned to speak of Beetho-
ven's Fifth SymphQny and performances of this work. Philosophies of
music trying to pinpoint what performances are of have located the work
in a type, mega.type, compliance-class. intentional, or mental objectl. I am
proposing a simple alternative, namely, that musical works and performa-
nces are the same. Although you may initially find this solution counter.
intuitive, I hope the advantages of this theory will persuade you to consider
it seriously.

First, I will outline my position. then I will argue for it by presenting
two analogies and an exposition of the analogies. Finally I will offer general
criteria for judging th=ories of musical identity and show why the position
p"esented here succeeds in answering questions left unanswered by other
theories.

Position
~

I believe a mu~ical work of art and a performance are synonymous 2.
A musical work is a construct of sounds and silences developing through
time. Each is as unique and unrepeatable as a painting, I believe that
musical works are heard. Some of the beauty of music is tied to the quality
of sound. The strain of the voice reaching a high note, the subtleties of
execution of a phrase or ornament, the starkness of the contrasts in dynamics.
for eXlmpl~, are elements of the musical work. Tbe sonorous surface of the
work is created by performers. The creation of the harmony, melody, rhythm.

.
and other musical features is, in Western music, often the responsibility of
someone other than the performer. However, in Jazz, aleatoric, and non.
Western music, the performer and composer are often the same,

I believe we philosophers of music have been ethnocentric. In much
of the great Western music, the composer creates a seore which records many
of his ideas, These scores are then used as bluepritlts for producing
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performances, But, theorists have often been obsessed by tbe role of the
score. The score should be seen for what it is, an incomplete set of instru-
ctions for producing something important: the work of art that is heards,
(We do not place as much emphasis on the blueprints of a work of archite-
cture, for example.) Furthermore, a complete theory of musical identity
must account for scores of various kinds and unscored music from non -
Western traditions. I believe that identifying musical WOlkSand performances
allows us to explain music of all types.

By locating musical works in performances I am not suggesting that
music is merely uointerpreted sound, Performances are complex events, and
I will not present a complete theory of performances here. In fact, if I am
successful in persuading you of my thesis, I hope that you will join me in
focu~ing attention on this very topic. I do not believe, that listeners are
simply using the sounds heard in a performance as a conduit for something
beyond the performance such as disembodied musical relationships 4.
Listeners revel in the beauty of b:)th the s~rucfure createj by the composer
and the sensuous aspects of the sounds themselves, both of which are heard
in a performance,

Analogies

I will offer two analogies to explain this theory. First, the gene
an;jlogy will be presented in order to clanty the relation b~tween score and

performance; and second, the cake analogy to clarify tlle relation between
performance and musical work, (fhese analogies obvlOu~ly refer to music
crea ted from a score, Other of music will be consideted later.)-

Zygotes contain the genetic information which directs the development

of an organism, The hereditary in~tructioos are contained in the chemical
(DN -\) of the genes, The organism is produced by those instructions being
actualized in an environment. fn a c-Jntrolled study, a scientist consciously
selects the conditions under which the organism develops The sCientist
may decide to modify the informatIOn of the genetic code by subjecting the
developini individual to certain controlled phy'\ical environments, e.g.,
light, moisture, etc. Since genes, to be exprss~d, must be actualized in some
environment, with or without the c;>nscious control of a scientist, modifica-
tions are inevitable. A scientist regulates changes in order to produce certain
characteristics. Scientists may also exp Ise the organism to ehemicals and
thus actually alter the genetic structure. Changl's of this sort are optional,
but such influences can produce substantially better (or w(;rse) organisms.
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The scientist selects the environment which will produce the desired cbara"
cteristics of the individual. The same 'genes can produce two very different
individuals, as wben identical twins are raised in different environments. It
is possible to have equally healthy but different organisms developing from
the same genetic instructions.

Now let's apply the above in an analogy to music. The score is the
genetic information. All the markings on the score such as notes, rests and
repeat marks are comparable to the chemical code of each gene. Tbe score
has the potential for realization in a Dumber of ways. Tbe performance is
the organism. The performance is the result of environmental influences on
tte genetic instructiol'ls. The performer acts as a scientist, a conscious part
of the environment. A performer must actualize the score. As she brings
the score to frution some of the potential of the gene~ will be actualized.
The resulting musical work will be a prod uct of botb the structure of the
score and tbe creative input of the performer (s). A phrase mal ked on a
score is realized in a number of possible ways: grace notes must be interp-
reted in tbe actual playing, tone quality must be controlled, balance between
the parts must be considered. Just as environmental influen;es such as light
and soil necessarily affect the developing individual, the touch of the finger
on the keys of a piano necessarily affects the sounel produced. The elements
of a score must be realized in sOJnd. Rubato, diminu?ffdo, pedal m1rkings,
rests, fermatas all must be actualized and to actualize them is to construe
these elements in one way or another, 1he performer's skills and musiCian.
sbip, the acoustics of concert ball, and the quality of the instrument (s)
provide the environmental additives whi;;h are necessary in the development
of a performance.

So far, I have considered only tbe necessary modifications of the score
tbat performers make. But a performer may alter a score in ether ways.
For example performers add phrase markings, breatl? and bowing manes to
score~. P.:rf0rmers even cllOose to leave out groups of notes in complex
paisages or change a note in a score where the composer has written a note

which the p~rformer judges to be inconsistent with other passages. These
cbanges are optional, as is the decision to bombard an organism with X-rays
in order to alter the developing organism's phenotype.

The performances of the score, like tbe mdividuals who have the same
gene structure, share family resemblances (with apologies to Wittgenstein),
Performances may have overlapping characteristics, yet be very different from
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each otber 5. Some offspring are brighter and more intersting than others.

Some performances of the same score may be more exciting and aesthetically
interesting than others,

This analogy reveals a flexible relarionship between score and
performance. There are certain necessary modifications and additions which
the score must undergo as it is realized in sound, Tbe p::rformer pl.JYsa very
important role in constructing a musiCdl work from the score'" instructions.
I do not want to downplay the creative genius of the composer; I wish
merely to insist on the necessary creative function of the performer.

Next consider the relationship between works and perfO/mances, This
the heart of the question of indentity, Where a score exists, it may serve as
a rough criterion for grouping performance as individuals related to one

another, But it is the individual that is aesthetically important, When listening
to music, onc may be aware of the similarities and differences between this

performance and other performances of the sam~ score, but the focus of
attention is this performance with all its aesthetic qualities. All of the
members of a family may be caUed Smith, but th~y are al 0 Christine Smith,
or Megan Smith, or Jordon Smith. When applied to music, all performances
of the score of The Goldberg Variations by Bach can be grouped as a family,
but aesthetically it is Goud's 1955 recorded performance of the score, or

Landowska's performance of the score, or Landowska's performance of the
Score which is tbe focus of a given experience of music, The class of perfor-
mances of a certain score is comparable to grouping Titian's Danaes or

Monet's La G'Jre St, Lazare, There are five various Danaes and seven La \

Gare St. Lazare, each of which is a work of art" just as each of five
performance of a score is a work of art, Tn short, I reject Goodman's
allographicjautograpbic distinction,

Another analogy ~iIl perhaps make this point about performance~ and
works cJearer, Reflect, for a moment on a choc1oate marble cheesecake, There
is no THE chocolate marble cheesecake to be identified witb the dass of

compliance-cakes, an ideal cab, a conceptual cake, or a type-cake, There
are only cakes and recipes 6. If I have a recipe, I and if I know how to cook
I can imagine other cakes similar to tbis one, But tbose are simply imagined
cakes, wbat is real is this cake if) front of me which I am about to eat.

This, I propuse, is also the case with music. There are only scores and
performances, Each performance of the score of The Piano Concerto in G
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composed by Ravel is a unique musical work of art, We can group cakes by
the recipe, and we can group performances by the score. but the group is
not central. Many of the aesthetically important properties of one musical
work completed by one performer of a score will be missing from another
musical work completed by another performer of the same score, Campare
Hogwood's performance of the Jupiter Symphony, with' Bernstein's perfor-
mance of the same score, Two very different works of art are created using
the same Mozart score. Indeed, each time the same performer plays the same
score, many subtle but aesthetically important changes are made 7.

Further more, the better the recipe, the cook, the ingredients and the
equipment, the better the cheesecake. The better the score, conductor, the
performers, and the instruments, the better the musical work,

Recipes are written in a language, and thus can be copied word for word
given to neighbor. The neighbor can, in turn, produce his own chesecake,
These facts do not reveal some mysterious logical status of cheesecakes,
Cheesecake is still something I eat. I eat cheesecake, I look at paintings, and
I hear musical works.

Exposition

Two analogies have been presented : one concerning genes and one
concerning recipes, The gene analogy focuses on the score-performance
relation. Its aim is to reveal the necessary as well as the optional modifications
which occur when a score is realized 8. This analogy focuses on the abstract
and unrealized nature of a soore, This point is also an element of the cake
analogy. Recipes are not cakes, but only ins.tructions for producing cakes.
But a more important element of the cake analogy is the performance-work
identification, The musical work, and the dish, are what one experiences.

A composer's productmn of a score and a performer's reading of that
score are directed toward one goal: production of a musical work, Le., a
performance. Likewise, recipes are written and copied in order to produce
food to be eaten.

Most of the above discussion has concerned performances which
result from scores. But there are some types of musical works for wbich
there is no score, For example, improvised jazz pieces and electronic music
are not always scored, In both of these cases the composer is tbe performer,
In electronic music such as Varese's Poeme electronique, a composer/perfo-
rmer creates one tape. When such a tape is played, listeners have heard the
musical work. This is comparable in the recipe analogy to a concoction
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which a desperate college student cr~ates out of leftovers. (I do not intend
to imply a value judgment of Varese or electronic music in general.) While
dishes which are created by following a recipe will have other dishes which
bear family resemblances to it, the student's concoction is unique, but it is
still a disb. A child without siblings and a child with siblings are both
children. A performancc created by following a score and a performance
created on a tape and played for listeners are both musical works,

Jazz improvision, Hke that of Coltrane, may be like electronic music,
that is, a work not closely related to any other musical work. But most jazz
improvizations are members of a family of performances all called by the
same name. In this case there is usually a "mental" score, e.g., a set of
chords or melody, which is freely improvised. Here a performance is not
exactly like an orphan electronic piece, but is more like aleatoric music.

Aleatoric music is the opposite of electronic music. Whereas electronic
music is completely determined by composers (who are the performers),
aleatoric music is, to a large extent, determined by performers. Scores for
aleatoric comp)sitions, for eX1mpie in the score of Variations I by Cage,
are loose and very informal (like grandma's recipes which call for a pinch
of this and a dab of that.) Scores ror aleatoric music are often graphics.
Graphics indicate stress and time and pitch by a variety of means.9

."
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Graphics are created by composers to reflect their musical ideas. The
creation of the musi:: is then completed by the performer who "is expected
to realize the notation not only differently but differently at each perf'or-
mance."lO Sometimes composers, such as Earle Brown, even compose scores
that intersperse explicit notation with graphics, The graphici may be played
by one or more of the performers, or there may be silence. "The music thus
goes back and forth between events controlled by the composer and events
tbat are largely unpredictable."n
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So, the family of performances becomes very loosely defined 12. It is a
performance, not a family, that is a musical work. Each performance of an
aleatoric score is a musical work as is any performance of a common
practice score. If performances are musical works then tbe unscored perfor-
mances, electronic music. aleatoric music, and performances of the kinds
of scores that exist since 1650 are an acco1:1ntedfor.

Advantages
I wisb to make clear criteria by which any theory of the identity of

a mu'\ical work should be judged,
1) A theory should be able to account for all kinds and periods

of music, e.g.. aleatoric, non western. Baroque. contemporary, and unscored
music.

2) A theory should clarify the relations between the work, perfor-
mance, and various types of scores,

3) What is identified as the musical work must be consistent with
our aesthetic experience of music, There are intellectual pleasures when
listening to a performance as when one appreciates the harmonic structure,
as well as sensual pleasures as, for example, when one appreciates texture,
Mu,jc mus~be somcthil1g th.\t can give rise to these experieoces.
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4) The theory should take into accounJthetypes'"Of judgments made
about music,

I do not ha~e th~ time here 'to examine the proD1emsin each of the
rival theories, However. I would suggest that theories of types and mental
or ideal works cannot account for aleatoric, jazz. or non-western music in
which the composer (if there is one) expects the p~rformer to help create
the music, A theory of compliance-classes has difficulty accounting for
unscored music or music created from graphies.

I hope that the examples given in the explication of my theory have
shown tbat it can explain music created using botb common practice scores
and other "irregular" scores. as wel\ as a variety of kinds and periods of
music. So I will concentrate here on showing that this theory can meet
criteria numbers three and four.

A complete theory of music must recognize all of the features of music,
the richness and complexity of the rhythm. e,g , as well as the appropriateness
of the timbre to the dynamics. In the music most of us are accustomed to,
the former is created by composers, and the latter by performers. Most
theories pay tribute to the contributions of composers, but the importance
of the performer is underplayed 13. The performer must join the eomposer's
score in creating the work of art because a composer's idea for a work and
the score produced are botb unactualized potential 14. In music, the
composer who creates a score presents elements for a group of works of art,
Gomposers 'and performers' roles in creating the musical work depends on
several fluid elements, In some works. the performer is responsible for many
of the aesthetically important properties (e.g.. Bach Tnvention, a medieval
chant, a jazz performance, a raga or a work of Cage). In other works,the
composer's score is highly restrictive (e.g., Mahler and Webern and Stra.
vinsky) But even the most specific score does not release the performer
from the olligation of helping to create the work of art. Bernstein and Berlioz,
Horowitz and Handel. Menubin and Mendelssohn-.these are all artists who
help create music. What is real IS tbe individual performance. the formed
matter or substance (to use Aristotle's language) In short. I wish to replace
the Platonic tbeories of musical identity wtb an Aristotelian theory,

Anotber advantage of tbis view is that it explains. the discriminations
JDade concerning a musical work, ~ritics sometimes evaluate scores on the
basis of potential and p:rformances by comparing tbe acbievement with that
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potential. This is comparable to scieawts spotting "good" genes., i.e.~one for
which there is a high probability of healthy orga-nilHD&,or cooks J\lGjiag
the likelihood of a ji)od cake by reading tbe recipe. A conductor can mak~
the same predictions from a score. In short, it is pemble to judg. potential
as such, Furthermore, even a seasitive listener can learn to d.,tinjuish tlw
qualities of the performan<:e that are attributa.ble to tbe performer and those
inherent in the score. A listeo.er mi~ht say: "Tonial:1t's perf'>rntasce was
good; it is only a J»e'diocre SCOf'Otbut Horowitz teaHy made sometljog 0U;t-
of it." This judjIDent compares t-H potltDtial of the score with the aebieve.
ment of the performance.. WInD one says, "The perfotm&lWe is bad, but i~'s
Dot a bad piece," ooc means tbe score has a high pot~d.tial fot good perfo-
rmances but th~t p()tential was not realized. 0" O'DeMeaM' there .,e OIher
performances of tbis score which are much beHet. When ODe.}\NJCs By
comparing aptitude to acbievement, tbe more the performance actualizes the
potential of the score, tbe "better" tbe persormance.

According to my position, a performance may also be judged '#good as
a kin-d" or j!:l8t "good." When I judge "good as a kind," J compare tke
individual to some ,roup. The group to which I compare this individaal
may be an historical periO'd, e g., "fhe re-cording f just bought is an exctite.'Dt
example of koto mllsic of th~ Tokugawa period." Or I might j.dge a work
by its genre, e.g" "ArIMtr011'g's Dippermou1h Blues is clflsaiea4 ja'G at its

best." I may judge a performance as a good or bad rendition of a score
(if there is one). For example, "The univer,ity orchestra missed so many
notes last night you cou!d hardly tell they were performing the score of
Mahler's First SYJr.phony." Or, I judge tbe performance in relation to the
potential for a'estbe'm quality of the sCCire, Critics might say, ''This j;erfot-

mance did not briag tliJ1i~'t tlte eomplexities of rhyth01 found it1 th<!SOm'e
of Le Sacre au PriMm,s". FirwUy, one can ju"dge a performance accOfd'il1g
to its fa it11fuloess to the SC'<i\reor autheoticity to an hiStdrIcal' pe'riOd; «5,g.
"Ormandy's perT..>rmaD'Ceof the Suites by Bach is not conMsfedt ...im Bae"W's
period. Pin,.cck.S', on tlle other hand, is histOt'icaUy correct"IS. AU tbe'&e
types of jQ8gMe\tts are nude and are cons.jst~nt with theory pre"nt~.

AMther judg,tmm made of musicwl works is simpty ia terms of

achievement. Some performancds are not created by actualizml 8t score,

and enn when ~ is a seOl'e, st)metil1Jtl&we judge the aBlical ev'Dt, per se.
Critics ask, "b this a gdoa iotfividual whed compar~c1 to aU others '1 Is tliis
good music 1" Judgments such !IS"Ha'tt,'s tCnditort of Water MtMlc is. B6t
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historically accurate, but it was very moving," Or, "J don't know if this is
a good raga or not, but it was very powerful aesthetically," Or. "I know
the score indicates that the piece should be louder and faster, but the music
had a lilting quality which was marvelous," When such judgments are made,
critics are judging the work. i,e" per se, and distinguishing this judgment
from judgments as "good as a kind" whether according to accuracy to the
score. historical period, or genre, When a musical work is judged as a
work of art in and of itself, listeners evaluate the musical structure and the
sounds and silences which are heard, Along with the variety and strength of
the rhythm, grace of the melodies. and complexities of the harmonies anq
coherence of these elements (created by the composer,) exquisiteness of the
technique, quality of the voice, and intricacies of the balance (achieved by
the performer) are highly valued in a panicuhr performance,

Conclusion

<'

Locating the musical work in a performance corresponds closely to
our aesthetic experience of all types of music and to the judgments critics
and listeners m1ke of music, Therefore. I propose that we should abandon
the views of musical work as an ideal, or a concept, or a type, or a megatype,
or a ccmpliance class, Let us focus on performances and begin to describe
and develop a complete ontology of these .complexevents,
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